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RECONCILIATION
 What is it? 

 Forgiveness removes the separation sin brings – this is the purpose of the 
cross – to reconcile us to God 

 No matter the tools, advice and self help processes, the real problems 
people have are sin induced, and require the process of repentance and 
forgiveness on both sides

 Walls of separation need a method to be dissolved, allowing for closeness, intimacy 
and unity. This is what the cross did. 



RECONCILIATION
 When one person has a heart change and other does not, reconciliation is 

not possible

 A one-sided change will not lead to the relationship being healed, and can at 
sometimes become more challenged. 

 Reconciliation refers to two people individually owning responsibility for 
their own part; and then being willing to release another for the wrongdoing. 



A LOOK AT REBUILDING
The story of Nehemiah
Requirements of rebuilding:

Repentance
Prayer
Claim promise
Understand your role and allow other people to 

perform their own role



A LOOK AT REBUILDING

Overcome the challenges
Darkness and light
The reality of competing systems



The System of darkness The System of Light
Covers, hides, lacks honesty Opens, reveals, sees everything in light of truth

Human control devises system God's authoritative Word and His Spirit is guidance and reference point. Control is
given to Him

Adaptive roles cover All coverings are removed, identity is establish in Christ

Shame motivates, says not good enough, Grace covers wrongdoings, sin and says "you are okay, I'm okay" – God’s grace is
enough

Refuses to forgive; resents Receives and offers forgiveness for sin

Emotional turmoil Begins to experience peace and joy despite circumstances

Uses unhealthy coping Begins to feel, grieve and rely on the power of the Holy Spirit to bring comfort

Religious activity to look good Authentic brokenness; all effort relies on the cross

DARKNESS AND LIGHT 



CHRIST-CENTERED COMPONENTS
 The home is centered upon and operates through the truth - both in the Word and 

through Spirit. 
 Holy Spirit love is present - and its influence is active. 
 The home operates through freedom. 
 The home validates God-ordained roles and responsibilities, encouraging each member 

to grown respectively in their individual purpose, while holding people lovingly 
accountable to their roles. 

 The home has a fundamental system of grace where problems, inadequacies and sin 
have a remedy through forgiveness. 

 The home operates by mutual respect, where boundaries are used to designate 
individual rights and protect the safety of all members involved.  


